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“The analysis of data from Fighting
Words affirmed the presence of pedagogic
processes for ‘being creative’ that
were articulated by the NCCA’s (2015)
guidelines for promoting creativity,
which included the presence of processes
to invoke imaginings, to explore options
and alternatives, to implement ideas
and take action, to learn creatively and
to stimulate creativity using digital
technology.”
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Foreword
When we opened a creative writing centre in Dublin’s north inner city in
January 2009, we did not seek to align it to the formal education system. If
anything, Fighting Words — which was established in part to address the
lack of space and opportunity for creative writing in the curriculum — was
trying to plug a gap in “the system”.
  The Evaluation of the Fighting Words Creative Model (2014), focusing in
particular on our work at second level and carried out by the Centre for
Culturally Responsive Evaluation and Assessment (CREA) at Dublin City
University (DCU), concluded, amongst other things, that our creative
writing model has considerable grounds for inclusion in the revised Junior
Cycle curriculum.
That study was powerful, affirming what we at Fighting Words intuitively
and intrinsically knew — that creativity must be explicitly included in our
national curriculum to help shape the critical, creative and independent
thinkers and creators of the future.
   Ours is an artistic quest, to help children and young people, and adults
who did not have this opportunity as children, to discover and harness the
power of their own imaginations and creative writing skills.
   At its core, Fighting Words is also about something much broader
and more inclusive. It is about using the creative practice of writing
and storytelling to strengthen our children and teenagers — from all
backgrounds — to be resilient, creative and successful shapers of their
own lives. To have that mission reaffirmed by DCU’s Dr Irene White in her
2020 PhD thesis, Participatory arts for creativity in education (PACE) model:
exploring the participatory arts as a potential model for fostering creativity in
post-primary education, is powerful endorsement.
   We are indebted to Dr White for her in-depth research which shows
that the Fighting Words model embraces the three dimensions entailed
in fostering a climate for creativity in the arts: namely the psychosocial
factors and processes, the physical space and our extensive creative
partnerships with other arts and cultural organisations all around the
country. The interest and engagement by schools, teachers and students
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across the island of Ireland is evidenced by the fact that what was one
venue in Dublin’s north inner city in 2009 has grown, today, to eighteen
venues around the country.
   Dr. White makes salient recommendations for reform in her thesis —
including a review of the current national guidelines on fostering creativity
in education — and argues that the participatory arts are a “powerful
agent” for creativity. We couldn’t agree more. We wholly endorse her
recommendation for further research on the Participatory Arts and
Creativity in Education (PACE) model, and for it to be tried and tested in
the Irish post-primary context.
The Irish education system is undergoing significant changes in terms
of curriculum review, with creativity and wellbeing at the heart of that
planned reform — and it is important to acknowledge and welcome that
our young people, our teachers and, indeed, the Department of Education
are ahead of the international curve in that process. The Fighting Words
model, supported by a strong and growing body of academic research, now
finds itself the subject of a range of academic studies and journal articles
affirming its pedagogical effectiveness and its potential place within the
formal education system.
In many respects, we have come full circle.
Roddy Doyle & Seán Love
Founders, Fighting Words
2021
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Introduction
This report builds on the Evaluation of the Fighting Words Creative Model
2014 DCU report by Francesca Lorenzi and Irene White. The 2014 report
evaluated the pedagogical effectiveness and impact of the Fighting Words
model on secondary school students. The report concluded that the
principles underpinning the Fighting Words ethos are consistent with the
key principles of — and have considerable grounds for inclusion in — the
revised Junior Cycle curriculum.
   The report presented here captures the outcomes of a subsequent deep
review of the Fighting Words creative writing model. The deep review
was conducted as part of a PhD study that explored how creativity is
fostered within Participatory Arts initiatives, with a view to informing
the design of a model of creativity for post-primary education. Following
a case study research methodology, the research explored two types of
Participatory Arts initiatives, the first led by Upstate Theatre Project,
a ‘pure’ Participatory Arts initiative, and the second led by Fighting
Words, an ‘applied’ Participatory Arts initiative. The aim of the study
was to provide an evidence base for, and articulate, the factors and
processes underpinning climates for creativity, and the pedagogic
approaches used to foster creativity in ‘pure’ and ‘applied’ Participatory
Arts initiatives, as well as exploring the enablement of beneficial
outcomes across both Participatory Arts contexts. Fighting Words was
selected as a case study on the basis that it was an established initiative
known for its innovative bridging of education and the arts, and thus
offered potential for exploring how creativity might be enacted (using
Participatory Arts processes and practices) within post-primary education
in Ireland.
   Critically, the in-depth case study of Fighting Words reveals new
factors and processes, within the model, which demonstrate its capacity to
influence climates for creativity, empower participants to be creative and
enable beneficial outcomes. It reveals how Fighting Words, with its allimportant physical space, its central partnerships model, its affiliations
with prominent artists, its open and non-judgmental ethos — as well as
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the safe, trusted and fun environment created by its voluntary mentors –
creates climates for creativity.
   The deep review found that Fighting Words empowers children to learn
creatively, with a multitude of positive impacts on wellbeing including the
amplification of the teenage voice, as well as improving their efficacy,
confidence, esteem and resilience.
   Describing the Participatory Arts as ‘a powerful agent for creativity’,
this evidence based deep review provides a strong rationale for the
inclusion of Participatory Arts in education, and invites further research
to be conducted on the Participatory Arts for Creativity in Education
(PACE) Model to trial and test the model within the mainstream Irish
post-primary schools.
This report is an abridged version of the findings from the Fighting
Words Case Study which formed part of the Participatory Arts for Creativity
in Education (PACE) Model: Exploring the Participatory Arts as a Potential Model
for Fostering Creativity in Post-Primary Education, a doctoral thesis presented
to Dublin City University by Irene White, BA, H.Dip.Ed, MA.
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Rationale and
Methodology
The aim of this research study was to establish how creativity was
fostered in the Participatory Arts and whether the principles, practices
and processes characteristic of that field might potentially inform a model
of creativity for post-primary education. In this research Fighting Words,
has been classed as an ‘applied’ Participatory Arts initiative as it bridges
the Participatory Arts and education sectors.

Fostering Climate/s for Creativity
Psychosocial

Partnerships

(Teaching & Learning Scotland,
2001; Hamza & Griffith, 2006)

(Davies et al., 2012)

Processes for ‘Being Creative’ (NCCA, 2015)
Exploring
options and
alternatives

Imagining

Implementing
ideas and taking
action

Learning
creatively

Stimulating
creativity
using digital
technology

Enablement of Beneficial Outcomes (Cohen Cruz, 2005)
Communal
context

Reciprocity

Hyphenation

Active Culture

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework for this study, as illustrated in Figure 2.1,
comprised three broad strands, namely: Fostering Climate/s for Creativity,
Processes for ‘Being Creative’, and Enablement of Beneficial Outcomes.
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Case 1: Upstate (Pure
Participatory Arts)

Case 2: Fighting Words (Applied
Participatory Arts)

•

•

Interviews with Upstate

Interviews with FW Management

2001; Hamza & Griffith, 2006)

Processes for ‘Being Creative’ (NCCA, 2015)
Stimulating

Exploring
The first strand,
FosteringImplementing
Climate/s for Creativity,
consists
of two main
creativity
Learning
options and
ideas and taking
Imagining
using
digital
creatively
categories —
the
psychosocial
dimension
which
presents
the
principles
alternatives
action
technology
and conditions underpinning climatic conditions for creativity as identified
by Teaching & Learning Scotland (2001) and Hamza & Griffith (2006), and
the role of partnerships as reported by Davies et al. (2012). The second
strand,
Processesoffor
‘Being Creative’,
onCruz,
the National
Council for
Enablement
Beneficial
Outcomesdraws
(Cohen
2005)
Curriculum and Assessment (NCCA)’s (2015) frame of pedagogic processes
that foster creativity, which are described in terms of five factors namely:
Communal
Reciprocity
Hyphenation
Active Culture
Imagining,
Exploring
options and alternatives,
Implementing
ideas and
context
taking action, Learning creatively, and Stimulating creativity using digital
2.1: Conceptual
Framework
technology. Finally, theFigure
third
strand,
Enablement of Beneficial Outcomes,
is derived from Cohen-Cruz’s (2005) set of principles for good practice,
namely: Communal Context, Reciprocity, Hyphenation, and Active Culture.
   The research included a range of data collection tools, including: semistructured interviews, questionnaires, focus group interviews, document/
resource analysis and field notes from observation of Participatory Arts
spaces and practices, as summarised in Figure 2.2.

Case 1: Upstate (Pure
Participatory Arts)

Case 2: Fighting Words (Applied
Participatory Arts)

•

•

•
•
•

Interviews with Upstate
Management/Artists (Primary Source)
Focus Group Interviews with
Participants (Primary Source)
Anonymous Participant Evaluation
forms archived (Secondary Source)
Documentary Resources Summary of
Upstate' works, Outputs from
initiatives. (Secondary Source)

•
•
•

Interviews with FW Management
(Primary Source), with Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of NCCA, and with School
Principals
Survey of Students, Teachers, Tutors
(Primary Source)
Field Observations (Primary Source)
Review of Archived Content/
Documents (Secondary Source)

Figure 2.2: Overview of Data Collection Tools

The data analysis entailed a comprehensive and dynamic triangulation of
data sets gleaned from stakeholders. The researcher constructed a detailed
frame for analysis derived from the relevant literature that integrated the
principles, conditions, processes and approaches already shown in other
studies to underpin creativity in Participatory Arts and educational settings.
The analysis sought to ascertain whether evidence of these elements existed
in the data-sets across both case studies. The qualitative data-sets were
analysed using the frame for analysis derived from the critical review of
the literature, and the quantitative data-sets were compiled and presented
in descriptive statistical format. The researcher included the open category
‘Other’ within the frame for analysis to capture instances or data that did
not align with any known principles, practices, processes or conditions for
creativity, and thus, allowed the data to speak to what didn’t exist in the
literature. This approach allowed for ‘tracing of existing’ and ‘mapping of
new’ principles, practices, processes or conditions for creativity.
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The Findings
The Fighting Words case study contributes to knowledge in the field of
creativity through its substantiation of the presence of factors and practices
that previous studies from the literature purported to foster creativity,
thus validating the ability of applied Participatory Arts initiatives — such
as Fighting Words — to further creativity in education.
   The deep review also revealed new factors and processes, within the
Fighting Words model, which reveals its capacity to influence climates
for creativity, enable participants to be creative and enable beneficial
outcomes for participants. The findings from the Fighting Words case
study contribute to overall understanding of how creativity can be fostered
through  participatory arts integration in education. The key findings are
presented under three dimensions: Fostering climate/s for creativity,
Processes for ‘being creative’, and Enablement of beneficial outcomes.

DIMENSION ONE: FOSTERING CLIMATE/S FOR CREATIVITY
How does Fighting Words enable young people to get over the fear of the
blank page and unleash their creativity in an environment that is safe,
supportive, trusting and non-threating?
   What are the psychosocial, physical environmental and other factors
that make it a high challenge/low threat as well as an inspirational high
energy/low tension arena?
   This dimension of the review explored how Fighting Words fostered
climate/s for creativity, interrogated the characteristics of its physical and
emotional environment and examined the role of partnerships in enabling
the overall climate for creativity (see Figure 3.1).

The Psychosocial Space
Fighting Words mentors, who enjoy equal status with students, are the most
frequently cited factor in a collaborative atmosphere and alternative space
that is a welcome break from the top-down formal school environment.
  The fun aspect, a priority of the organisation’s founders, one that
is open and non-judgmental in which students feel free to express
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Climate for
Climate for Creativity:
Creativity:
Psychosocial
Psychosocial Factors
Processes
(Affirmed)
(Affirmed)
• Safe — supportive,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

trusting, non threatening
environment
Fun and challenging
High energy and low
tension
High challenge, low
threat
Comfortable and relaxed
Feel free to express
themselves
Open and non
judgemental
Extreme and early
evaluations and
judgements are avoided
Self evaluation is
encouraged
Alternative solutions are
taken seriously
People accepted as
individuals of
unconditional worth
Free to voice opinions
through non threatening,
entertaining and
enjoyable methods
Encourage speculation
and fantasy
High expectations
Personal differences are
accepted
Divergence is accepted
and rewarded
Freedom and flexibility
Humorous,energized and
collaborative
Expectation that creative
process involves
sustained investigation

• Adequate time and
space to build trust
• Allow individuals
progress at their own
pace to build
confidence and
overcome fears
• Valuing ordinary little
c creativity
• Offering reassurance
and encouragement
• Demystifying and
simplifying the
creative process
• Site specific practice

Climate for
Creativity:
Physical Space
(Affirmed)
• Out of school space
• Does not resemble
classroom — flexible
seating arrangements/
no barriers
• Bright and airy
• Outdoor space

Climate for
Creativity:
Partnerships
(Affirmed)
• Value in partnering with
expert/s (artist tutor)
• Recognition of authentic
interaction between
student participants and
expert/s (artist tutor)
• Acknowledgement of
role of 'audience'
(publication /
presentation) in
partnership

Psychosocial
Factors
(New)
• Need for stimulation/
•

inspiration from
outset
Freedom to make
mistakes / to be
creative

Figure 3.1: Summary of Findings from Fighting Words in relation to facilitating Climate/s for Creativity

themselves — along with other factors — helps to create a climate that
encourages thinking and exploring processes.
   In this regard, the study highlights a psychosocial environment at
Fighting Words that is conducive to creativity.
  This includes adequate time and space to build trust and to allow
individuals progress at their own pace, building confidence and overcoming
fears, valuing ordinary ‘little c’ creativity, valuing contributions, facilitation
of voice as well as offering reassurance and encouragement.
   A collective start gives students the opportunity to brainstorm and
experience a free flow of ideas as they learn how ‘mistakes’ can be rectified
later through a process of free writing and editing.
   Individuals are then allowed to progress at their own pace.
   These, and factors such as seeing founder Roddy Doyle and other
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professional writers facing the same challenges as students, helps to
support individuals’ creativity and also helps to demystify and simplify
the creative process.
In addition, three further factors were identified that contribute to
fostering of climate/s of creativity, namely the need to stimulate and
inspire participants from the outset, recognition that participants need
the freedom to be creative and to set the expectation that the creative
process involves sustained investigation.
A FIGHTING WORDS WORKSHOP
There is always a warm welcome to the Fighting Words workshops,
where the team create an element of excitement and energy for children
as they enter the room. The workshops are convened by a facilitator
working with volunteer mentors and illustrators.Young people can sit on
beanbags or chairs arranged in a semi-circle. The aim for the first half of
the workshop is to co-create the start of their story through a facilitated
process. The methodology involves fun, affirmation, open questions,
and participative approaches such as brainstorming and voting.
Nothing is ever wrong, and no idea is rejected. The few boundaries –
for example using real names of the children for characters or use of
violence beyond a point – are explained in a positive way. The ideas and
words offered by students are captured unedited on a screen as they
speak, and an illustrator will be working up related images on the side.
Prepared guiding questions are used. What do we need to write a story?
Can somebody suggest a character? What is their greatest wish, their
biggest fear? Who is their best friend? Role play is used, with a cranky
editor jokingly suggesting that children cannot write stories, or with
older children where scenarios are used to start the story. In this way,
over 30-45 minutes, the opening of their story is captured on screen.
Their ideas and words are visible to all. At this point the participants
break into small groups, usually around tables, to finish their stories
separately. They are invited to start a new story if they prefer, or to write
a poem, a play, or whatever they wish. They may create an illustration,
and indeed the early years version of the workshops relies heavily on
drawing. Volunteer mentors work with each group to create some fun,
build positivity, and support the writers. After 30-45 minutes, the full
group is reconvened and the children are invited to share, if they wish.
They may read, ask a friend or the mentor from their group to read, or
they may just want to listen. There is always a clap, and some words
of feedback and acknowledgement from the mentoring team after each
story. At the end of the workshop every participant is handed a printed
booklet, with the opening shared story and images, plus some blank
space for them to write in their own ending. The session ends with a
strong positive message about their stories and a big farewell. The online version of these workshops follows the same methodology where
the two major variations relate to the location, and individual writing
time. As the workshops take place in the classroom, there is increased
reliance on the teaching team to assist with the facilitation, and the
mentors support the group as a whole during the individual writing
time.
9

The Physical Space
The purpose-built premises of Fighting Words were considered by
stakeholders to be a contributory factor in the establishment of an
atmosphere that is conducive to creativity.
   Many of the stakeholders do not separate the physical from the
psychosocial environment, rather they see a synergy between the two
dimensions.
   This was the intent of the founders who speak of the space in both
physical and symbolic terms.
   The notion of entering a ‘nice bright space’ through a ‘wall of books’
could, the study found, be interpreted to represent a broadening perspective
through literature, creative writing and other literary endeavours.
   The physical space, which facilitates a breaking away from the school
routine, also has a further symbolic connotation, which is recurrently and
consistently brought up by all interviewees.
   The data suggests that it represents an ‘out-of-school space’ and an
‘out-of-school experience’ complemented by the mentors who, through
their interaction with students – interactions that embody Fighting
Words’ values — are fundamental to the creation of a safe and supportive
emotional space.
   Indeed, the former CEO of the NCCA notes that Fighting Words, which
allows for kids to come out of a very regulated school space, “almost
defines itself as being slightly anti-institutional and that’s a good thing”.
   The Chief Executive comments that the ‘out-of-school’ dimension is
a key constituent part of Fighting Words and emphasizes that the physical
space is also a vehicle for a different type of experience for the students.
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THE PURPOSE-BUILT SPACE AND ITS USE
The premises of Fighting Words are located
in Dublin inner city, an area often associated
with economic disadvantage. The building is a
purpose-built space and is an integral part of the
approach to creative writing taken by Fighting
Words. The main room is a large brightly lit
space with flexible seating and walls lined with
bookcases. Adjacent to the main room there is
another large room with colourful tables and
chairs which is separated from the main room
by a heavy colourful curtain rather than by a
door. In the main room the initial portion of the
stories written by the students is developed
collectively. To aid the process a projector is
used to show the text which is projected onto
a large screen and is typewritten by one of the
volunteers while it is being developed through
the collective contributions of the students.
Participants move to the adjacent room to write
the continuation of the story individually. In
the same room the creative efforts of some of
the students are read either by the participants
themselves or by the Fighting Words volunteers
at the end of each session.
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Partnerships
Partnership is central to Fighting Words which works predominantly,
but not exclusively, with primary and post-primary schools throughout
Ireland.
   Approximately 10,000 participants avail of Fighting Words services
annually. Approximately 5,000 students a year take part in the primary
school creative writing workshops and approximately 2,500 students a
year take part in the secondary school creative writing workshops.
   In the case of Fighting Words, the role of professional writers as lead
mentors, as well as the support from volunteer mentors, is pivotal to
furthering children’s experiences and enhancing outcomes for all.
   The volunteers include professional writers — novelists, screenwriters,
journalists, poets — aspiring writers, student teachers, retired teachers
and many more people who are keen to be involved in creative work.
Fighting Words also enjoys close contact with a large number of
internationally acclaimed Irish authors who have contributed to Fighting
Words as guest editors of student anthologies.
   There was also evidence that the valuing and recognition of participants’
works as worthy works in their own right, was a necessary component of
the artist-participant relationship within the partnership model.
   Furthermore, the validation through public dissemination of works in
published formats and through performance (readings) at public events
was critical for participants.
PARTNERSHIPS
Fighting Words works to a large extent through partnerships. There are
creative partnerships with eight theatres around the country, modelled
on a partnership that began with the Abbey theatre ten years ago. The
partnership with the Irish Times is now in its eleventh year. There are
regular collaborations with libraries, arts centres, museums, galleries,
film-makers and other creative and cultural bodies. There are also
ongoing partnerships with schools, special needs organisations, and
the Institute of Education at Dublin City University.

DIMENSION TWO: PROCESSES FOR ‘BEING CREATIVE ’
‘Being Creative’
As a creative writing organisation, Fighting Words’ primary remit is to
provide people of all ages with an outlet for creative expression.
   Fighting Words was established in direct response to what its founders
perceived as a lack of opportunity for creative expression for young people
in formal education provision.
This section presents the findings in relation to the processes that
enable Fighting Words participants to ‘be creative’.
The analysis of data from Fighting Words affirmed the presence of
pedagogic processes for ‘being creative’ that were articulated by the NCCA’s
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(2015) guidelines for promoting creativity, which included the presence of
processes to invoke imaginings, to explore options and alternatives, to
implement ideas and take action, to learn creatively and to stimulate
creativity using digital technology.
The findings contributed further by providing exemplification of
particular ways to foster practices for ‘being creative’, mainly evident in
the enactment of the sub-processes within the creative writing processes
that are at the core of all of the Fighting Words activities (see Figure 3.2).

Imagining
Imagination and creative expression are the central focus of Fighting
Words whose methods and approaches — including scenario-based roleplay — support the creative process.
   The methodology utilised by Fighting Words is informed by ‘the
Socratic method’ and requires tutors to engage in an open and democratic
dialogue with students.
   The creative writing process is designed as a collaborative and
democratic activity that encourages active participation, allowing students
to express their feelings, thoughts and ideas through the creative writing
process.
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Imagining

Using different ways of learning to help develop imagination Eg. Creative
Writing activity — Cranky Editor character
Taking inspiration from the courage and imagination of others — Eg.
creative writing process — Brainstorming ideas
Expressing feelings, thoughts and ideas through movement, writing,
music, art, storytelling, drama and imaginative modes of expression —
Evident in excerpts from collaborative and individual phase of the model
and in publications of students’ writing

Exploring
options and
alternatives

Thinking through a problem step by step Eg. The use of board to capture
and discuss ideas
Trying out different approaches when working on a task and evaluating
what works best Eg. Thinking, drafting and editing processes involved in
creating characters, composing dialogue and deciding setting, timeframe
and plot development
Seeking out different viewpoints and perspectives and considering them
carefully Eg. Collaborative phase, listening to peers’ ideas, weaving
others’ contributions into story; Individual phase tutor feedback, hearing
direction of storyline taken by others, changing direction of story or
introducing a new character based on others’ ideas and feedback
Imagining different scenarios and predicting different outcomes Eg. Role
play and character decisions; experimenting with dfferent endings
Taking risks and learning from mistakes and failures, and repeating the
whole exercise if necessary. Eg. Drafting and redrafting, deciding to
create a new character or start over with a new storyline.
Testing out ideas Eg.Creative writing sub process; Book Project meetings;
Wednesday afternoon Club.

Implementing
ideas and
taking action

Evaluating different ideas and actions Eg. Creative Writing sub process;
Book Project meetings; Wednesday afternoon Club; drafting and editing
story; Giving and receiving feedback
Seeing things through to completion Eg. Publicaion of completed work;
Presentaion of work to an external audience
Participating in learning in creative ways Eg. Creative Writing sub process;
collaborative writing activity; graphic novel

Learning
creatively

Suggesting creative ways that help own learning Eg. Diagrams on board,
illustrations, stimulating reflection through tutor participant dialogue
Using a variety of learning tools that help learner to be creative Eg. Role
play, use of screen to record dialogue and demonstrate the writing and
editing process in action. Artist illustrations to capture visual story
Being innovative and creative in using digital technology to learn, think
and express oneself Eg. Film and video productions of screenwriting and
drama scripts.

Stimulating
creativity
using digital
technology

Exploring the possibilities of mixing different technologies and digital
media to help oneself reflect, problem solve and present ideas Eg. Use
of screen to record dialogue and demonstrate the writing and editing
process in action.
Creating digital media objects which demonstrate creativity and
imagination to present learning Eg. Film and video productions of
screenwriting and drama scripts.

Figure 3.2: Findings from Fighting Words in relation to Processes for ‘being creative’
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The findings indicate that students take inspiration from the courage and
imagination of others.
  The presence of well-known writers, and particularly the founder
Roddy Doyle, appears to be a considerable source of inspiration for some.

Exploring Options and Alternatives
The findings indicate that the Fighting Words model encourages and
enables students to explore options and alternatives and reflect on possible
courses of action.
   As part of the creative writing process students learn to try out different
approaches when working on a task and evaluate what works best.
   During the collaborative story writing phase students hear different
viewpoints and perspectives and consider them carefully.
During the individual phase of the process, students imagine different
scenarios and predict different outcomes in the process of developing and
completing their own story.
   They experiment with ideas and discuss possible courses of action with
their mentor, enabling them to recognise that ‘mistakes’ are a normal part
of the process.
   The former CEO of the NCCA considers this aspect of Fighting Words
to be of particular relevance to current curricular developments in Ireland.
   She observes that it is important that students recognise that the
learning process is about making mistakes and learning from them:
In the old Junior Certificate, the space for the creative process
was squeezed out in the desire to cover content and to get things
right… In Junior Cycle we’re really trying to move, to build on that
and move towards teaching students that the learning process is
about making mistakes and about discovering and getting things
wrong and reworking them and I think that part of the issue that
Fighting Words connects with is the idea of voice of the student and
giving, allowing that voice to be heard it also deals with that issue
of creativity which is also one of the underpinning skills of the new
Junior Cycle.
							(Former CEO, NCCA)

Implementing Ideas and Taking Action
The findings indicate that the Fighting Words model gives students the
opportunity to test out ideas and evaluate different ideas and actions.
The majority of students also indicated that they were more comfortable
working with others, enjoyed sharing ideas and were more respectful of
other people’s ideas as a result of their engagement with Fighting Words
initiatives.
The findings, complemented by the observations of the founders, also
indicate that students are able to evaluate ideas and see things through to
completion — as often evidenced by the final publication of their creative
work.
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Learning Creatively
The findings suggest that participating in Fighting Words, through a
variety of learning tools, gives student an opportunity to learn creatively.
   The range of genres, the availability of mentors, the use of collaborative
and individual approaches and the use of digital technology enable students
to participate in learning in creative ways.

Stimulating Creativity using Digital Technology
The use of the screen is considered by the various stakeholder groups to be
a hugely significant element of the model both in terms of the collaborative
creation of the story and the powerful effect it has on the participants.
   Aside from the screen, which is a core feature of each programme,
Fighting Words also draws on other forms of digital technology in their
filmmaking and film animations. Students participating in these projects
get to experience a variety of digital technologies.
‘THEY LOVED SEEING THEIR WORDS UP ON THE SCREEN’
We brought in the screen which works really, really well with primary
school kids and we started using it with secondary school kids and it
was a fabulous way of starting work. Everybody we’ve worked with
including adults and including blind kids who can’t see what’s actually
going up on the screen but they still love the event. So, it worked very
well, that notion of them working together at first and then bringing
them away from the screen and getting them to work on their own. It
was great…it was…yeah… it was one of the things I remember at the
time that really thrilled me because I felt, you know, now we know what
we’re doing.
                           —Roddy Doyle

DIMENSION THREE: ENABLEMENT OF BENEFICIAL OUTCOMES
OF CREATIVITY
The final section of the presentation of findings from the Fighting Words
case study examines the outcomes arising from participating in a creative
writing process, suggesting that engaging in the Fighting Words model is
a rewarding experience for participants and tutors.
An analysis of the data establishes a number of beneficial outcomes,
all of which are based on self-report and stakeholder opinion.
The beneficial outcomes are presented using a frame inspired by
Cohen-Cruz’s (2005) four key principles in the enactment of good
practice within community-based arts that includes communal context,
reciprocity, hyphenation and active culture (see Figure 3.3).

Communal Context
Fighting Words occupies a somewhat hybrid position between non-formal
education, formal education and Participatory Arts practice.
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Communal context — the
beneficial outcomes from the
collaboration and interaction of
tutors and participants

Reciprocity— the mutuallynourishing relationship between
artists and participants
• Fostering an asset based model, thus,
building capacity from strengths of
participants
• Enabling processes of reciprocity as
follows: Listening/ Having voice heard;
Helping people express ideas; enabling
public visibility/ recognition.

Student Participants
• Sense of ownership — Individual
ownership of works, no recognition of
Artist Tutor and student as co creators
• Sense of belonging — Genuine
community building with
socio-emotional connectivity
• Sense of purpose and fulfilment—
Valuing of Little c creativity
• Sense of well being — Improved
mental health/ self esteem

Artist-Tutor
• Sense of mutual enrichment — both
tutor and student benefit from the
• interaction
Personally satisfying — tutor satisfaction
from seeing the creative development
• of young people
Personally rewarding — tutor’s own
creative contribution to the process
was so rewarding that it outweighed
• the (time/ effort) investment
Rejuvenating/ Reprieve — tutoring in
Fighting Words distracted from the
pressures and anxieties in day to day
life
• Enabled re-orientation of career —
tutoring in Fighting Words helped
Influence career choice

Active Culture — participants as
creators rather than consumers of
art and a recognition of
democratic creativity

Hyphenation— the intentions
and aesthetic processes at play

• Pursuing artistic quest and personal
development agenda
• Recognising the transformative
potential of the creative arts — thus,
educational, personal and social
benefits can accrue (whether
intentional or not)
• Fostering development of a growth mind
set, ‘can do’ attitude

• Valuing ‘little c’ ordinary, everyday
creativity — Belief that anyone can be
creative
• Recognition of participants as creators,
and validation of individual and
collective imaginings.

Student Participants
• Increased confidence/ belief in their
own creative ability — increased
willingness to take on leadership roles,
to exercise their voice and to play a
more active role; belief in the students’
creative ability increased.
• Increased resilence and perseverance —
understanding of deferred gratification
and an ability to persevere with a
course of action in face of encountered
challenges
• Improved student-teacher-school
relations more positive studentteacher, teacher-student, and studentschool relations
Enhanced self-efficacy — self-esteem
improved

Figure 3.3: Summary of Findings from Fighting Words in relation to the
Enablement of Beneficial Outcomes in applied Participatory Arts
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However, there are a number of its features, including it partnerships and
its use of collaborative approaches that are aligned with community arts
practice and are therefore rooted in a communal context.
   These suggest that engagement in the Fighting Words Participatory
Arts process is a rewarding experience for participants who reported
developing:
  A sense of ownership of their creative work, a sense of belonging
within a community of learners and a sense of purpose and fulfilment
that has infiltrated into their personal lives.
   Participants also reported an enhanced sense of wellbeing, especially
for those who have prolonged contact with the organisation through
longer-term projects.

Reciprocity
The findings indicate that the principle of reciprocity is evident within
the mutually nourishing artist/mentor and participant relationships,
which  are firmly rooted in an asset-based model (building on strengths
of participants).
   These enabling processes of reciprocity include participants listening
to each other, having their voice heard, and learning to express their
ideas, and the presentation of creative writing works in the public sphere
to enhance visibility and recognition of works within and beyond Fighting
Words. These processes were also found to be beneficial for artist/mentors
who found that witnessing the creative development of young people and
making their own creative contribution to the process was a satisfying and
rewarding experience.

Hyphenation (Agendas and Intentions)
The findings indicate that Fighting Words exemplifies the notion of
hyphenation, captured in its dual mission, which demonstrates that the
organisation has another purpose beyond artistic intent.
  The hyphenation (agendas and intentions) showed Fighting Words to
be very much focused on developing young people’s imagination as well
as enabling them to be resilient, creative and successful shapers of their
own lives.
   Thus, Fighting Words has a quest that straddles an arts-based agenda
(in the promotion of creative writing) and a personal development agenda
(in enabling learners to transform themselves).
   In respect of the latter, there was ample evidence of the transformative
potential of Fighting Words in enabling educational, personal and social
benefits for learners, with the findings  indicating a broad range of positive
outcomes for participants.
   The experience of participating in Fighting Words, with its fundamental
belief that anyone can be creative, has given students an increased sense
of confidence, improved communication skills, enhanced self-efficacy
and belief in their own creative ability.
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Active Culture
Finally, in terms of active culture, there is evidence within Fighting Words
of the valuing of ‘little-c’ ordinary (everyday) creativity).
   The fundamental belief that anyone can be creative permeates Fighting
Words’ activities. This is clearly perceived by the students who spoke of an
increased confidence in their creative ability and the recognition of them
as creators of art that emerged through the validation of individual and
collective imaginings.
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Reflections and
Recommendations
This research set out to explore how creativity was being fostered within
Participatory Arts initiatives, as well as the beneficial outcomes, with a
view to informing the design of an applied Participatory Arts model for
fostering creativity in education.
   The study poses two central questions, namely:
1. How do pure and applied Participatory Arts initiatives foster
creativity?
2. What are the characteristics of a Participatory Arts Model that could
be integrated to foster creativity in post-primary educational settings?
The findings indicate that there are three dimensions entailed in fostering
climate/s for creativity in the Participatory Arts: the psychosocial factors
and processes, the physical space and the role of partnerships.
  Fighting Words contributed to knowledge in the field of creativity
firstly through its substantiation of the presence of factors and practices
that previous studies from the literature had highlighted as being important
in fostering creativity, thus, validating the enactment of Participatory Arts
initiatives to foster creativity.
   Secondly, and very importantly, the case study revealed new
psychosocial processes, as well as physical and partnership dimensions
influencing climates for creativity, as well as revealing innovative
approaches enabling participants to ‘be creative’.
   Finally, the case study identified a broader range of beneficial
outcomes for participants engaging in such enterprises.
The study confirmed that the Fighting Words model includes the
psychosocial approaches required to generate a climate of activity, one
where participants enjoy the freedom to be creative, take risks and make
mistakes.
   Elements such as a supportive and trusting environment, the freedom
to express oneself, flexibility, fun and collaboration are just some of the
factors highlighted in the study that serve to validate the Fighting Words
model.
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  New evidence and aspects of the model include the additional
psychosocial processes that were tracked, for example allowing adequate
time and space to build trust and allowing participants to self-pace to
build confidence and overcome fears.
   The importance of the physical space in the enablement of climate/s
for creativity was marked.
The significance and benefits of partnerships between arts
professionals, teachers and schools was highlighted.
   The study records the techniques and processes used by Fighting
Words across the full range of pedagogic processes for being creative set
out by the NCCA in 2015.
The thesis also records the beneficial and additional outcomes that are
accrued through the creative learning processes applied.
Evidence of increased confidence in creative ability, enhanced resilience
and perseverance, improved relations and better communications skills
are just some of the positives identified.  
   A stronger sense of belonging within a community of learners and a
sense of purpose and fulfilment along with a sense of reciprocity through
enhanced listening, helping people to express themselves and public
visibility was also recorded.
   The hyphenation (dual purpose of artistic pursuit and personal
development) achieved through Fighting Words’ focus on developing
young people’s imagination and enabling them to be resilient, creative
and successful shapers of their own lives was affirmed in the findings.  
   Active culture was also found to be evident in Fighting Words’
democratic view of creativity, and its spirit of inclusivity and diversity.

Recommendations
The study makes several recommendations including that the Department
of Education and the NCCA in Ireland be invited to critically review the
current guidelines (2015) on fostering creativity in education in light of
the findings from the research study.
   The author recommends the enhancement of partnership between
schools and artists /arts-based/community-based organisations. This
is because the study demonstrated the importance of partnership with
professional artists and communities in the enablement of creativity and
a range of beneficial outcomes.
   It recommends the development of a Creativity Toolkit for teachers
(and, indeed, artist-tutors) interested in fostering creativity through the
Participatory Arts process in educational contexts, and to further facilitate
workshops to acclimatise practitioners to the PACE model and associated
approaches.
   Finally, it recommends that further research be conducted on the
PACE model to trial and test the model within the mainstream Irish postprimary context.
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Conclusion
This research set out to explore how creativity was fostered within
Participatory Arts initiatives, the beneficial outcomes that emerge from
such practices and the characteristics of an applied Participatory Arts
model aimed at fostering creativity in the educational context.
The findings suggest that the Participatory Arts are a powerful agent
for creativity and that promoting creativity through the Participatory Arts
brings much wider benefits beyond achieving the immediate desired effect
of fostering creativity.
   The research provides a strong rationale for the inclusion of Participatory
Arts in educational settings not alone as a means of promoting creativity
but also for the purposes of community building, enhancing personal
development and engendering a sense of wellbeing.
   This research has presented an evidence-based account of the principles
and conditions underpinning climates for creativity, and the approaches
used to foster creativity in Participatory Arts initiatives.
The Irish education system is currently undergoing significant changes
in terms of current and planned curricular reform.
   Creativity, wellbeing, quality and engagement and participation have
been identified among the core principles underpinning the reform.
   A conglomeration of factors, including the ongoing curricular reform,
the recent introduction of Encountering the Arts Ireland and the Creative
Schools initiative as part of the wider Creative Ireland Programme, suggest
that perhaps the time is right for a more fulsome consideration of the
Participatory Arts in education and the emergence of a more collaborative
approach to learning in educational and community contexts.
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The next steps are to expand it into a wraparound
cover. I won’t be able to confirm spine width with
the printer until interior layout is done, but I usually work with a 12mm spine until I’m told otherwise.
Some notes:-Front cover: The front cover is beautiful,
I can’t imagine what else you’d want to change aesthetically. On a technicality, can I ask you to change
‘from DCU’ to ‘from Moyle Park College’ please?
Back cover: We usually put a quote from the foreword (if we get it in time), a list of the writers’
names (see attached), and a white box for a barcode.
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“The experience of participating in
Fighting Words, with its fundamental
belief that anyone can be creative, has
given students an increased sense of
confidence, improved communication
skills, enhanced self-efficacy and belief
in their own creative ability.”
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